
2019 Sponsorship Opportunities           

Sustaining Sponsorship 
$17,000 
Sponsor will receive thanks and their logo on all event materials and sponsorship recognition pieces; name 
and logo will be on Safelight’s website from commitment through end of calendar year; recognition in 
Dandelion; monthly social media mentions with logo; monthly thanks during Safelight’s Q-Tip on WTZQ 
95.3FM; 16 event tickets to be used during Celebration of Remarkable Women, Night of the Child, Remarkable 
Women Giving Circle events, or a combination of those.   
 
 
Title Sponsor  
$10,000 
One sponsorship available for each; choose from the following: 

 Believe Child Advocacy Center 

 Remarkable Women Giving Circle  

 The Safelight Resale Store 

 Job training program 

 Celebration of Remarkable Women event 

 Night of the Child event 
Sponsor will receive:  

 8 event tickets 

 Chosen program or event “presented by” in press releases and marketing materials 

 Private reception at Dandelion including food and drinks ($500 max) OR Dandelion gift cards totaling 
$500 

 Recognition in Dandelion Eatery 

 Ability to bring company banner to hang at event 

 Name and logo on sponsor sign at event 

 Name and logo on website (from commitment through event) 

 Monthly thanks during Safelight’s Q-Tip on WTZQ 95.3FM 

 Monthly social media mentions with logo (from commitment through event) 
 

Platinum Sponsor  
$5,000 
Sponsor will receive:  

 6 event tickets 

 Private reception at Dandelion including food and drinks ($300 max) OR Dandelion gift cards totaling 
$300 

 Recognition in Dandelion Eatery 

 Name and logo on sponsor sign at event 

 Name and logo on website (from commitment through event) 

 Monthly thanks during Safelight’s Q-Tip on WTZQ 95.3FM 

 Monthly social media mentions with logo (from commitment through event) 



 
Gold Sponsor  
$2,500 
Sponsor will receive:  

 4 event tickets 

 Recognition in Dandelion Eatery 

 Name and logo on sponsor sign at event 

 Name and logo on website (from commitment through event) 

 Thanks during Safelight’s Q-Tip on WTZQ 95.3FM 

 Monthly social media mentions with logo (from commitment through event) 
 
 
Silver Sponsor  
$1,000 
Sponsor will receive: 

 4 event tickets 

 Name and logo on sponsor sign at event 

 Name and logo on website (from commitment through event) 

 Social media mentions with logo (from commitment through event) 
 
 
Bronze Sponsor  
$500 
Sponsor will receive:  

 2 event tickets 

 Name and logo on sponsor sign at event 

 Name and logo on website (from commitment through event) 

 Social media mentions with logo (from commitment through event) 
 
 
Copper Sponsor  
$250 
Sponsor will receive:  

 2 event tickets 

 Social media mention with logo (between commitment and event) 
 
 
Individual Sponsor 
$100 
Sponsor will receive:  

 1 event ticket 

 One combined (all Individual Sponsors) social media mention  
 
 


